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A WARD SUMMARY: For the reasons stated herein. this Arbitrator has jurisdiction over the 
subject matter of this case. 

lbe appropriate remedy tor Management's contractual violation when it mwtdated non
ODUW A to work overtime otT their assignments June 18 through June 24~ 2011 shall be: 

1. Management shall cease and desist from violating its Article 8 obligations us lound in 
the Step B decision in this case. 

2. Management shall pay affected non-ODL carriers, who were mandated OT, at 1250/0 of 
their regular hourly rate tor their applicable hours. The names and hours of those carriers are set 
torth at page 4 of the Step B decision. 

3. Management shall pay PEs IPTFs~ who were available for any of the mandated OT, at 
their straight rate tor their applicable hours. Those employees and their hours are identified at 
page 4 of the Step B decision. 

4. Violation of the cease and desist order in this case in the future by Management can 
result in an increase in the monetary remedies provided herein. as well as~ other appropriate 
remedies~ depending upon the circumstances involved. 

5. Management shall post a copy of this AWARD in each of its stations/facilities within 
this installation within 7 work days of receipt of this decision! A ward and it shall remain posted 
lor six months. 

6. The undersigned Arbitrator shall retain jurisdiction over implementation of this Award 
for 60 days trom the date of this decision. 

FACTS 
Judith R. Willoughby, NAlC 

.'I.Jtfon:t1 flusln4. Aqant 
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At the outset of this hearing, the Postal Service raised an issue of"substantive" or 

"subject" arbitrability. [t asserts the grievance cannot be heard because the Union's position tor 

its remedy is subject to the outcome of a case pending at the National Level. After a lengthy 

uiscussion. it was cletermined the issue in this regard is "'what is this Regional Arbitrator's 

authority, ifany, to hear and decide the remedy Imerits of the grievance in this case? (Instead of 

staying the hearing in light of the National parties acceptance for resolution the issue of step B 

decisions being tinal and binding.) And ,[if the subject is arbitrable] what is the appropriate 

remedy on the merits? The hearing proceeded with both sides being given the opportunity to 

telephone and discuss the procedural issue with officials at the National Level and obtain factual 

information regarding it to ascertain whether or not the instant case is within the jurisdiction by 

the pending National Level case. The case proceeded on the above procedural issue and on the 

merits of the impassed remedy issue. 

The September 27,2011 Step B decision in this case stated in pertinent part: 

ISSUE: Did management violate Article 8 of the National Agreement when they 
mandated the non-ODU WA to work overtime offtheir assignments JWle 18 through 24, 
2011? Ifso, what is the proper remedy'? 
DECISION: After consideration of all the facts and contentions in the file, the Dispute 
Resolution Team has decided to resolve this grievance. The Step B Team has decided to 
IMPASSE the remedy portion of this grievance. The positions of the parties are found 
below. The NALe National Business Agent may appeal this grievance to Arbitration 
within 14 days after receipt of this joint report. The Step 8 parties cannot agree to 
compensate non-OOL, .PTFs and/or TEs for the violations concerning improper 
mandates. 
Management did violate Article 8 when they failed to assi811 overtime consistent with the 
provisions of the National Agreement during the time period identified. Management is 
required to adhere to the National Agreement when mandating overtime. 
The following OOL carriers will be compensated for time not worked at the overtime 
rate. 
ODL:Evans: $ 52;Wright: $ 225; Eay: $143; Smoak: S 133;Nimmo: $ 240; Hamilton: S 
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1)4; Olszewski: $ 27]; fsgeU: $ J II 
The payments above will be submitted in OATS by Step lJ Management tcam m..:mber 
upun tinal rc:-culve. 
":XPLANATION: According to the facts in the tile. un August 13.2011 the union tiled a 
class action grievance concerning the assignment ofovertime from lune 18 thm 24. 20 II. 
An Inlormal A meeting was hdd on August I J. 2011 and the Formal A wns completed on 
S~ptember 16. 20 II. The local parties were unable to resolve the dispute. 
In most inst~mces of days where there was manJatcd overtime, many carriers ran over the 
accepted threshold of the last tmck less 15 minutes for prep making the 17.00 goal moot. 
\Vith the numbers of carners nut hcyond this threshold. it was reasonable tor management 
to have known of the extcnJcdthreshold. Overtime wus thereby authorized in TACS ami 
the tile provides no lOl7Bs tor unauthorized QT. Mis."ling the reasonable hour/goal to 
assign overtime brings the specific language of Article 8 into play where in relates to 10 
;.utc.l 12 hours lists WId the pecking order. 
('hough it appears the mandates are widespread and no one person had an untair amount 
uf mandates.. the tile does not provide a Mandate Roster. This has been a repetitive issue. 
:Vfanagement must cease and desist assigning mandated overtime without the use and 
updated maintenunce ofa Mandate Tracking Roster. 
I\-fanagement was unable to show untoreseen circumstances and attendance issues as 
I.!mergencies. As carriers worked beyond the nonnal accepted time of 17.00 tor OT 
distribution. the threshold was not considered on most days. 
(Jndisputed lacts: 
-grievance extended by mutual consent 
-T & A Reports 
-Schedule 
-Step 11 decisions show non-ODL at 1250/0 

(n the Step B decision the Union and Management contended .. in relevant part.. as to the 

procedural and merits as tallows: 

NALC STEP B POSITION: To begin both parties at the National Level have agreed upon 
the language in Article 15; 
Step B Decision 
A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from which the grievance 
arose. For this purpose .. precedent means that the decision is relied upon in dealing with 
subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition ofdisputes on similar issues that have 
been previously decided in that installation. 
Many Step B Decisions have been rendered for the Charleston SC Installation regarding 
compensating the non-ODL for improperly being mandated to work overtime. 
Management has failed to comply with nwnerous Step B decisions and the National 
Agreement. A previous Step B Team awarded a monetary remedy ofan additional 50% 
pay (of the straight time rate) to the non-ODL carriers atTected 2006. Management has 
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heen given numerous (over 200+) cease and desist and warnings and continues to violate 
~Uly/all Step B decisions and the National Agreement. Due to management's lack of 
compliance, the percentage has been increased through out the years to a cunent level of 
125% ofthe straight time rate ofpay. The decision in the tile dated May 24,2011 
awarded by McCarty/Davidson states: 

:\lanagement violated Article 8 when they failed to assign overtime consistent 
with the provisions ofthe National Agreement during the time period identified 
Jlanagement is required to adhere to the National Agreement when mandating 
overtime. Management is hereby instructed to "cease and desist"from violating 
the National Agreement with improperly mandating overtime. 
lhe jollowing UDL carriers will be compensated/or time not worked al the 
overtime rate. The improperly mandated non-ODL carrier will be compensated 
LIn additional award at J25% ofIhe straight rate ofthe carrier. 

-nle union is requesting an increase in the remedy due to blatant non-compliance with 
prior rulings dealing improper mandating and not maintaining a rotating roster for 
non-ODL mandates. 
Since April 2011, the Step B Teams; Pulley/Davidson, DunnlDavidson, Dunn/Gentry, 
McCarty/Davidson and South Florida Step B Teams have all awarded the non-ODL in 
Charleston. SC an additional award of 125%, of the straight mte, tor being improperly 
mandated. 
Apparently local management does not take the Step B decisions seriously and just keeps 
improperly mandating the non-ODL without regards to the contract or hundreds of prior 
Step B decisions that have been rendered. Just within the month ofAugust; our Step B 
Team, Pulleyl Davidson, have settled at least 14 grievances eompeas.ting the 
nOD-ODL carrien at 12sok and TEslPTFs for improper maadatia .. (Emphasis 
addedl 
Based on management's willful disregard for the numerous Step B decisions and the 
continuing non-compliance with the provisions ofthe National Agreement, an increasing 
remedy is the only avenue available to the Wlion in its effort to maintain the integrity of 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement ..... 
Step B Management states, "The Postal Service is having some financial struggles. The 
Service is consolidating offices and considering reduction ofthe workforce to include lay 
offs for approximately 120,000 employees. To entertain remedies that are punitive in 
nature and outside the bounds of the contract would not be fJ.SCally responsible. It 

However, what he does not realize is both parties are to adhere to the National Agreement 
I Joint Contract Administrative Manual but management continuously violates the 
contract which is not being fiscally responsible. Management mandates non-ODL carriers 
to work but TEs and PTFs are not being use to the extent possible as the contract calls 
for. 
The non-ODL caniers listed should be compensated at a 130% ($33.80) mte, or given 
equal time offwith pay without charge to their leave balance, for continued 
non-compliance with the provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
Nickle (1.20): $ 40.56 Hardwick: (4.38): $ 145.04 Pritchard (2.65): $ 89.57 Castellano 
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(.!AO)::& Hl.ll Robles (3.43): $ 115.')) (i1~n (2.15): $ 92.4)5 lIunsucker (IJ)(»: $ JJ.HO 
Chapman (4.26): $ 143.4)9 .Utlrct (2.4H): $ 8J.H2 McElveen (3.1)8): $ 104.10 
.\shbany (2.20): $ 74.36 RoscmWl ( 1 042): $ 4H.OO Pittman (1.26): $ 42.59 Sumrell (1.61 ): 
OS 54.42 Riggs (1.19): $ 40.22 Mizuk (1.62): $ 54.16 Irarper (1.61): $ 54.42 Gunzalcz 
(1.66): S 56.11 Lawfermilk (2.27): $ 76.73 
rhe me provides there were TEs IlyrFs available thr some of this mandated overtime. 
Due to the cuntinuously violations the Step II Team (Pulley/Daviuson) have awanJed TEs 
,Ino PTFs in Charleston SC monetary remedy tor being available to work but not utilized 
by management in the post. The below TEs should be compensated at the straight rate of 
'b21 per hour and/or the overtime rate of $31 per hour, whichever would be applicable. 
These employees are tlue the tollowing amounts; Pennick (J.71): $ 115.01 Wootlen 
(2.15): $ 66.65 Evnns (4.59): $ l42.29 
rn rc..'questing the above stated remedy, the union is once again attempting to prompt 
management into simply complying with the provisions of the National Agreement. 
'111e NALC Dispute Resolution Team member requests that all Union arguments and 
contentions rose during InJ:onnal A" Formal A and Step B be incorporated in any future 
consideration arthis grievance. 
Step B Management Position: 
Management agrees the list of mandated overtime found in the Union's Pasi tion is 
accurate but is in disagreement with the payment of additional monies or paid time otT 
(ailinin leave) lor these hours for non-ODL, PTF and/or IE carriers. 
rhe union is takina the position that additional compensation is wammted tOr improperly 
mandated carrieo "iUS' because" it was done in the Past in both Step B and local 
~ettlements. It is management's position that the local &rievnnce resolves at SteD A would 
not be bindina and/or precedent settina. As fur Step B decisions. there is a National Case 
(C 09012746) beinl beld that Questions whether Step B decisions are "tinal and binding", 
'ro lean on prior Step B decisions as precedent setting is a tatal tlaw for the instant 
grievance as this issue is being HELD at tbe National level and cannot he ruled on at this 
~ 
Even ifStgp B decisions are ultimately ruled as final and bindina. the union has provided 
no evidence to show that the stated remedies are a fucal point of the decisions. The 
precedent setting portion of the resolution would be the interpretation of the contract and 
how it relates to me circumstances that caused the initiatiog of the grievance, [Emphasis 
addedl The wlion will have to admit that differing remedies are requested in many 
variations. Sometimes the requests are awarded and sometimes not In this instant 
grievance a pwlitive remedy is not warranted. The Postal Service is baving some tinancial 
struggles. The Service is consolidating offices and considering reduction of the workforce 
to include lay otTs for approximately 120.000 employees. To entertain remedies that are 
punitive in nature and outside the bounds of the contract would not be fiscally 
responsible. 
The National Agreement and/or JCAM provide no language that indicates anyone other 
than ODL carriers (ifbypassed) would be entitled to an award. The properly and 
improperly mandated. carriers have been fully compensated at the overtime rate when 
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pertonning the work. In tact the JCAM does olTer some language concerning pyramiding . 
. rhe tollowing language addresses overtime and premiums. It is management's position 
that awarding a non-ODL carrier an additional 50% would in tact be a "premium" as well 
as being a punitive award, lor work already paid at the overtime rate. 

The union may also argue that TEs and PTFs should be compensated when shown 
available to pertorm the work for improperly mandated overtime. Once again this is not 
"just", just because it may have been done in the past. PTFs nor rEs have any entitlement 
to additional compensation. Neither of these groups of employees can be "bypassed" as 
carriers on the ODL can be bypassed. They have few guarantees other the minimwn 
number for hours to work when scheduled. This is based on the nwnber of employees in 
the installation lor PTFs. TE guarantee hours are nationally set as written below • 

. fbis Step Management representative asks that the remedy position of management be 
upheld and no award be paid to the employees outside ofcontract language. Again. the 
improperly mandated non-ODL carriers have no entitlement to an additional "premiwn" 
or pwtitive damages for work already paid at the overtime rate. The TEs and PTFs also 
have no entitlement to compensation for work they could or should have done. This is not 
the same as "bypassed" hours tor ODL carriers that would have entitlement to the 
work/pay_ 

The parties stipulated: if the Union representatives at Informal and Fonnal Step A 

testified they would continn what is in their written portions of this record; an~ if non-ODL 

carriers testified, they would say they do not like being mandated to perform OT because such 

mandated overtime negatively impacts their personal lives. 

The record contains a letter dated October 29, 2008, from then NALC National President 

William Young ( UX-4) regarding "Interpretative Dispute-Step B Decisions" to Postal Service 

Vice President of Labor Relations Douglas Tutino: 

A regular panel arbitration award issued by Arbitrator Robert Steinberg on October 8, 
2008 appears to raise an interpretive dispute which should be resolved at the National 
level. This letter constitutes the NALC's written notice of the interpretive dispute, as 
required. by Article 15.2 Step 8(e) of the National Agreement 
[ am enclosing a copy of Arbitrator Steinberg's award in Case No. E06N-4E..C 08175058. 
This case involved the application of the Territorial Cost of Living Allowance to 
employees in Wasilla, Alaska. The dispute was twice resolved at Step 8 by decisions of 
the Step B team. Nonetheless, the Postal Service refused to comply with the Step B 
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,kcisiuliS and the maller was evcl1lmllly appealed to arbilratiull. 
rile erux uf lhe present interpretive dispute is the iSSll~ whether Step B t-lecisiolls which 
n:solve a grievance arc timll and hint-ling. In Ihe cm~e hcl'lCC Arbitrator Steinberg 
lIlunugement asserteu its right to rclusc to comply with .1 Step U decision~ urguing that 
"Step U settlements t-lo nut hold any greater weight than that uf settlemenls reached at the 
lower levels ufthe grievance procedure/' (Aw'lru .. p. 6.) The Arbitrator accepteu this 
argumt!111 anu set aside the settlement. 
Signilieantly, the Arbitmtor's upinion is nnt limited to cases uf fraud or collusion. Rather. 
Ihe Award expressly recognizes that Step n uecisions may he ignored "where there is 
mutual. matcriul cm)r on its Hlce and where there is 110 usetul analysis in the settlement 
dcci~ions to allow a-reviewer to gain insight as to why the Step 11 teams tounel as they 
did." (Award. p. 9,) This interpretation. presumably. wuuld allow the Union to ignore a 
Step B decision. and appeal a grievance to arbitration, whenever the Union alleged that 
Ihe decision contained an IIl!ITorlt or lackeel Ituseful analysis," NALC strongly disagrees 
with the propositions lluoted above. The National Agreement expressly canters upon Step 
n teams the authority to "resolve the grievance." (Article I S. Section 2. Step B, paragraph 
(b).) The Agreement does not contain any provisions pennitting either party to appeal, or 
to refuse to comply with, a Step 11 decision which resolves a grievance. Accordingly. it is 
the position of the NALe that such decisions are tinal and binding. unless the parties at 
the national level agree to set aside a Step B decision. 
l'lease note that the Step B decision in the Wasilla T ..COLA grievance was reviewed by 
our representatives at the Nationallevel~ who declined to set it aside. That should have 
ended any dispute over the implementation of the Step B elecision. 
Notwithstanuing the toregoing, we are not seeking to reopen the Wasilla grievance now. 
We are seeking a statement by the parties, or a National Panel Arbitrator if necessary, 
rejecting Arbitrator Steinberg's analysis and affirming that Step B decisions are tinal and 
hineling. 
The interpretive issues uescribed above should be scheduled tor discussion by our 
representatives.. and, if necessary, tor arbitration at the National level, as expeditiously as 
possible. Please instruct your representatives to contact Vice President Gary Mullins to 
make the necessary arrangements. 

Management Exhibit 1 is a Postal Service Labor Arbitration data base computer printout 

of issues pending at the National Level involving NALe. Therein is the following notation: 

Dispute Resolution Process 
Whether step B resolutions are ~·t1na1 and binding". (Q06N-4Q-C 090 12746) 
Note: Headquarters Labor Relations'- policy and proarams, must be consulted by area 
Labor Relations prior to detenninina that a step B decision will not be complied with and 
whole or in part. ( Emphasis in original) 

The record contains a routing slip ( MX-2) dated October 20,2011 from Judith Reeder 
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.Area Labor Relations Specialist for Capital Metro Operations, to Manager of Labor Relations 

tor Greater South Carolina Sharon Keels stating in pertinent part: 

Sharon.. please lind cases that were impasse. Most of the cases entail the issue of udid 
management violate Article 8 of the agreement when they mandated the non-OTDUW A 
to work overtime off their assignments. " 
The DRT decided to resolve the grievances in most cases but impassed the remedy 
portion. As I mentioned there nre several cases like that.. not just in your district, but in 
the Mid-Carolinas and Greensboro as well. So the NALe wants one case to go fbrth as 
the lead case. They're still detennining which case will serve as the lead case. So. in the 
interim, 1 am sending you the cases for your District. 
[Listed therein are many cases, one of which is the case at issue) 

The only witness to testify in this hearing tor either party was National Business Agent 

Judith Willouhby. She testitied identifYing correspondence between the Metro Capital Area 

Labor Relations Manager Alexis Knighton. Included therein was a October 28,2011 letter from 

Willoughby to Knighton regarding the instant case number stating in pertinent part: 

'There are a nwnber [19 listed herein) ofgrievances from the Charleston installation that 
have the same and/or similar issues. or facts. 
Pursuant to Article 15.3.0 of the 2006-2011 National Agreement and the April 2009 join 
contract administration manual, I have selected the above-reterenc;ed grievance as 
representative. I have listed the other cases impasse that are similar to the representative 
case. Please advise in writing with copy to the LR Service Center ifyou agree to hold the 
other cases pending adjudication of the representative case. The other cases are previously 
sent to your representative are listed below .... " 

On November 28, 2001, Willoughby again wrote Knighton about the instant case being 

"representative" of an aditionaJ 8 identified cases in Greensboro, NC, for purposes of a single 

arbitration, in accordance with Article 15.3.0. She stated after that correspondence additional 

Step B decisions were issued in this and another District finding violations of Article 8 but 

impassiog on remedy. According to Willoughby, there are approximately SO to 60 such Step B 

decisions. As a result thereof, she emailed Knighton January 9&11 , 2012, regarding 
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"Representative case on remeuy" as thllows: 

\Vc agreed to hold all cases concerning remt..-uy on overtimes in the Carolinas. The Hlerun 
is sending impasses with same issues (they already agrceof violation nccurred). If you 
w:mt them held to case going tbrwnrd 'Thursday [the instant case I, respond to me and [Jill 
l'ulleyand Wayne Dunn [ Both Management Step B membersl 
Let me know. Otherwise~ we are going to have mWIy impasses. Also, ifyou agree, then 
the 13 team wiH revise the impasse and hold them with your approval. 

\Villoughby iLlcntitiet.l an e-mail response she received lrom Knighton within an hourot' 

the t!arlier e-mail. It stated: 

You are absolutely correct regarding our agreement to hold all cases concerning remedy 
nn overtime in the Carolinas. ( thought that information was shared. I would like them 
hdd. 

Willoughby testitied Reeder is a Labor Relations Specialist working tor Knighton. She 

noted Reeder's rouling memo was issued before the Union identitied the present case as 

·'representative". Willoughby stressed that memo has nothing to do with the National level case. 

She emphasized the Union cited past Step B decisions in the present case to show egregious 

continuing violations for purposes of the need lor an appropriate remedy. She emphasized the 

parties in the JCAM have stated Step B decisions are precedent for similar cases and binding in 

the installations in which they arose. According to Willoughby, Management abided by all of 

those prior Step B decisions~ paid the graduated monetary amounts therein and, prior to this case. 

never contended those Step B decisions were not were tina! and binding. 

Willoughby identified the different procedure used under Article 15.2. Step B (e) for 

National interpretative issue disputes. She stated under that procedure she and Knighton speak 

directly to one another WId go to the National parties were they cannot agree. Willoughby 

stressed Knighton at no time raised with her the instant case was part of the above referenced 
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National interpretative dispute. She noted Keels never addressed the National Level case with 

her. 

Willoughby also testified she has spoken to National NALe Resident Otlicer Manny 

Peralta who oversees the Union's arbitration process about the procedural issue. During this 

hearing, Peralta taxed to her Young's 2008 letter set torth above. According to Willoughby, 

Peralta said the National Level case cited above does not apply to disputes of the nature involved 

in the instant case and there are numerous Step B decisions being issued in ditTerent regions 

similar to the Step B decision in this case. Willoughby pointed out in taking her oUice she took 

an oath to uphold the Agreement and if this case in any way was covered by the National Level 

case it would not be being heard at the regional level. She is concerned. if the Management is to 

prevail in this case on this procedural argument, it will continue to use it as an excuse to violate 

the Agreement with impunity until whenever the National Level case is resolved. 

Willoughby identified a May 31 2002 letter from the National Postal Service Manager of 

Human Resources stating 

Headquarters is currently responding to union concerns that some field onices are thlling 
to comply with grievance settlements and arbitration awards. While all managers are 
aware that settlements reached in any stage of the grievance/arbitration procedure are 
tinal and binding, I want to reiterate our policy on this subject. 
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not optional. No 
manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore or override an arbitrators award or a 
signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with arbitration awards and grievance 
settlements should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the perception of 
non-compliance, and those steps should be documented. 
Please ensure that all managers and supervisors In your area are aware of this policy and 
their responsibility to implement arbitration awards and grievance settlements in a timely 
manner. 

Willoughby testified the Step B decisions relied upon by the Union in this case are 
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precedent li)t the instalhlliun. unuer JCAlVllangmage citeu above. lor purposes of Illnnulating an 

apprnpriate remeuy in Ihis case because ofcontinuing Article 8 violations hy Management. 

Willoughby tcstiticd the Postal Service Step L1 rcpn:scntativc in Ihe ut."'Cision in this cnse 

lor the tirst time in the processing of this grievance raised lhe question of this case heing bound 

by the National Level Jispute with out ever raising that previously with her and Knighton, which 

is lhe proper procedure. She commented Management's arbitrnbility position has a tatal tlnw 

h~-causc the JCAM clearly states that Step 11 d&..'Cisions are precedtmt t()f the instaUation only. She 

pointed out Management has acknowledged it has a history ofcontinuing to violate Article 8 fot 

which it has paid escalating damagt.-s set by Step B decisions and settlements. She noted the only 

issue impassed in this case is over what is the appropriate remedy. She emphasized the Union is 

not asking this Arbitrator to decide the i~sue at the National Level as to whether Step B decisions 

a.re final and binding. Rather. she states the Union has noted those prior Step B decisions and 

settlements in this installation are instructive in making an appropriate remedy in this case. 

Willoughby testitied thatduring a break in this hearing she had a telephone conversation 

with Knighton about the arbitrability issue. According to ,Willoughby, Knighton stated, if the 

Union was trying to show the prior Step B decisions were tinal and binding, then Knighton stated 

that was a question subject to the National level dispute, which Willoughby agreed was not what 

the Union was trying to do; however. Knighton also stated "if the Union was using those Step B 

decisions to show a pattern of violation. then ['II talk to my side." Willoughby testified the 

Arbitrator can issue a remedy to provide any relief including an escalated monetary award or 

leave or whatever he linds is appropriate under the circumstances of this case to stop the 

continuing nature of this violation. She said the same is true ifStep B agreed to a remedy. 
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PARTIES' POSITIONS 


~ 

Arbitrability 

The Management position over substantive arbitrability of the grievance/remedy in this 

case is incorrect/groundless. 'Ibis Arbitrator has authority to issue a remedy decision on the 

merits. 

Willoughby described how the present case was selected as a representative case tor 

similarly situated grievances. She identified and explained the October 20.2011 Labor Relations 

routing slip listing all impasse step B decisions involving the remedy portion of Article 8 

violations. She selected the present case us ~·representative" from the list ofsimilar impassed 

Step B decisions in Charleston~ SC and Greensboro, NC as identi~ed in her letters of October 

28,2011 and November 28 letter to Knighton. At the Arbitrator's directive, Willoughby 

telephoned Knighton concerning the arbitrability issue presented in this hearing and recounted 

their conversation in her testimony. Willoughby explained the present arbitration has nothing to 

do with the interpretative issue currently held at the National Level. 

Willoughby also recounted her conversation with Peralta, who oversees the National 

Union's grievance arbitration procedure. According to Willoughby, Peralta stated the present 

grievance was not part of the National Level case and provided her with correspondence between 

the National NALC officers and the Postal Service on that matter. Based upon that 

correspondence, Willoughby said the present grievance has nothing to do with the pending case 

at the National Level. She further testified the present representative case was picked in order to 

obtain a remedy appropriate for the egregious, repeated and deliberate violations ofArticle 8, 
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laking place in the: Churleston installation. The: instant grievance is not challenging the tinal and 

hintling cllcct of step 11 decisions" rather it seeks to provide a remedy tor those carriers torced to 

work overtime against their will. Willoughby stressed "this is not about money, we want a 

remedy that will stop the violations." None of Willoughby's testimony was rebutted in any way. 

:'vfanagemcnt cuJlcJ no witnesses. 

Merits 

Step B found Management violated Article 8 in this case, but impassed on the issue of the 

appnlpriate remedy tor that violation. The Arbitmtor is to detennine the appropriate remedy t'Or 

that violation. 

(larties stipulated that had Branch President M. Hamilton and Shop Steward H. Sobles 

they would·ve test Hied con tinning the contents of their infonnal A and Fonnal A written 

statements in this record, including. but not limited to how the remedy tor adversely affected 

carriers of Article 8 violations have increused over time to currently 125% percent compensation 

l'Or the overtime hours worked., in addition to overtime pay received. That is in support of the 

grievance request that the remedy tor non-ODUWA carriers working over time off their 

assi gnments between June 18 and 24·~ 2011 be compensated at 1300/0. The parties also stipulated 

that had non-ODL Hunsucker and McElveen testified they would have discussed the negative 

etfects mandatory and excessive overtime has had on their personal lives. 

Management called no witnesses. It has taken the position Article 12(withholding), a 

hiring freeze. and the Postal Service's current economic problems are the reasons for this 

overtime being assigned to non-ODL carriers. Those reasons do not empower Management to 

circumvent Article 8. Management has repeatedly violated that provision and continued to do so 
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even with th~ imposition of graduated monetary remedies. Non-ODL carriers are being mandated 

to perfonn overtime restricting their personal time away from the workplace. A remedy is needed 

to be tonnulated tor affected carriers which sends a resounding message to a local Management 

thut compliance with Article 8 is not discretionary. In support of it's position. the Union cites 

numerous arbitration decisions. 

Ilostal Service 

Arbitrabilitv 

'rhe grievance is not arbitrable. It is not properly before this Arbitrator because ofa case 

pending at the National Level as to "whether Step B resolutions are tinal and binding." That issue 

was mised by Management at Step B. The Union states the matter cited in wlssues Pending at the 

National Level" involving the NALC as to whether Step B resolutions are ~'final and binding"is 

not applicable to the present case. However. the Union's requested remedy is based upon 

language from previous Step B decisions. In fac~ the Union Step B position noted preVious Step 

B decisions that should be considered for the outcome of the instant case. 

Management is not arguing whether the Step B decisions are precedent setting tor the 

installation. It agrees they are precedent for the installation. which is what the Agreement states. 

Rather, Management concern is the Union's arguing Step B has awarded an escalating remedy 

which the Union seeks as final and binding for future Step B awards. Union argues that isn't true, 

but if that were the case we would not be here. The whole Union argument is that because the 

remedy was 50% than 55% and up to today at 125% constitutes not only a president but a fmal 

and binding resolution applicable to the present case. 

E-mails between Knighton and Willoughby reflects Knighton, 3 days before the hearing 
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in this C~lse. rcaftirmillg she wants cases held pending the outcume of the instant case. 

\Villoughby's Octooor 28 letter to Knighton makes the instant case a representative case and 

wants all the cited cases therein lied to the uutcome of this representative case. It is clear 

\Villoughby wants to make this case curry the same weight as a National Level case would carry. 

She testitied she did not want the instant case bdng held pending the outcome urthe National 

Level case. hnplications of such a position must be seriously considered. 

Young's October lOOK letter to Tulino addresses the same issue as to whether Step B 

uccisions are tinal and binding. It is clear the instant case should be held in abeyance of the 

outcome of the National Level case. The argument throughout this hearing was based on the 

language of i·final and bindingn versus ·"precedent setting". What was done in the past Step B 

decisions must be duplicated in future Step B decisions according to the Union. There tore , it 

would be in the Union's henetit to not have instant case held pending the outcome of the 

National Level case. Even if the Union loses the argument. it still wins because it can appeal 

again on the next remedy request tor increa-;ed remedy. 

It was agreed during the coW'Se of the hearing the merits of the appropriate would be 

addressed in closing briefs. The Union is seeking a remedy which is and advancement of 

payment to non·ODL carriers of 130 % of base pay and to the already ISOO.lo way they received 

tor working the overtime. In additio~ the Union wants TE and PTF's paid for time not worked at 

the straight time rale of$2 t per hour or the overtime rute of SJ t per hour, whichever would be 

applicable. 

Management's reason tor continued mandating of overtime is due to the 
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significant/unprecedented changes the Postal Service is now lacing. Management is still 

ubligated now to operate within its handbooks and manuals in order to provide same time 

delivery to customers on a daily basis. Manual mail volume for casing is shrinking due to 

~lutomation advances. Carrier's scheduling coincides with receipt of 80% of the available case

able mail actually at the case in the morning, which is dependant on when mail is received at the 

processing plant the night before. The later that occurs, due to carriers making deliveries into the 

night. has a negative etrect on plant mail processing tor delivery to the stations. It is not possible 

to have carriers out delivering mail to maxim.ize the 12 hour ODL. Same time delivery is a major 

Management goal under M-39. There is no contractual requirement to pre-schedule overtime. 

Under these conditions, Management cannot then schedule ODL or a TE or a PTF jfthere is no 

available mail then to case. Management is obligated to operate in a cost etlicient, customer 

friendly, business smart, while adhering to the Agreement. 

Management has not acted arbitrarily. It's only failure in this matter is providing the 

Union its requested documentation showing what actually happens on a daily basis: rotation of 

non-ODLs., sick call records, and "under time". The Union does not refute those things occur. 

Contrary to the Union's assertion, Management does schedule known vacant routes in advance. 

By delaying the scheduling a non-schedule ODL or a TE or PTF on vacant routes, Management 

is attempting to capture "under time". Overall mail, including manually cased mail, volume is 

dropping. Staggering start times for those carriers allows the carners who run out of mail to visit 

in the office on an open route. 

Under Article 12 "Withholding Positions", clerks are undergoing the same transitions as 

carriers, resulting in stations being minimally staffed. The last dispatch from the processing plant 
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arrives at appn)xian::ucly 7:JO a.m. bringing with it working mail and parcels, which hus to be 

distrihuted to the carriers at a time the camers were running out of otlice work. MWlagcmcnt 

wants to capture the ··under time" and pivot the routes in the morning. That is consistent with the 

JCAM Article l2.5.112 discussion and National Arbitnltor Oamser's tlecision (NC-E-16340). 

M~magemcnt would violate that provision by tailing to withhold residual positions when it can 

reasonably he expected of a need to excess employees. 

Thcrctore, management was merdy trying to deal with its economic and contractual 

obligations the day-to-day operation and was not arbitrary, willful, capricious or intentionally in 

violation of the National Agreement. 

Remedy 

rhe Union's requested increase in monetary remedy or administrative leave is 

inappropriate. The Union has submitted no contractuaJ/oraljustitication tor that request. The 

Union has not supported its request with proof ofharm to any of its membership. Affected 

carriers have already been compensated tor an additional 150%. Punitive damages is an 

inappropriate remedy. 

Monetary damages and labor arbitration normally correspond to specific monetary 

losseslinjwies sutlered. The ordinary rule is an award ofdamages should be limited to the 

amount necessary to make the injured party whole, unless the collective bargaining agreement 

provides otherwise. Caution is emphasized on Arbitrators' right to tashion remedies. There is a 

great difference between the possession of power and the occasion to exercise it Appropriate 

remedies: should directly etTectuate the intent and purposes of the provision with which the right 

was contracted; should not be novel or surprise by its tbrm.. nature, extent and degree; and, avoid 
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being punitive in monetary or exemplary nature - collective bargaining parties have a perpetual 

relationship which shouJd not involve punishing one oflhe partners for a mistake thereby putting 

a burden on that relationship. 

Many arbitrators have denied grievances at arbitration even if management committed a 

contractual violation. In such cases, the requested Union remedy was found inappropriate for 

various reasons: administrative leave has specitic requirements; the remedy would provide PTFs 

contractual benetits they do not have; have supervisor perform an unsafe act; the remedy is 

inappropriate based upon facts and/or moot, having been provided earlier in grievance process. 

Punitive damages in labor arbitration are not generally supported arbitrators. In support thereof, 

Elkoiri and Elkouri. How Arbitration Works. 4Th Edition.and numerous arbitration decisions. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Arbitrability 

As a result of the Step B decision issued September 27,2011, the impasse issue for this 

Arbitrator to resolve is what is the appropriate remedy for non-ODL carriers, PTFs and/or TEs 

for conduct that Step B decision found to be in violation of Article 8 due to improper OT 

mandates. However. before that issue is reached, the threshold arbitrability issue in this case 

must be decided. It is whether or not this Arbitrator has jurisdiction in this case over that subject 

as a result of the pending National Level interpretative dispute involving whether or not step B 

decisions are final and binding. Management, having raised that issue ofsubject arbitrability, has 

the burden of persuasion. After a careful review ofthe record on this matter, it is the considered 

opinion of this Arbitrator that he has jurisdiction to decide the appropriate remedy in this case. 

The best evidence in this record as to what is the naturelscope ofthe National Level 
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il1lerpretativ~ Jisputc i:-; the Octuncr 2()(JH Young letter to T"lint) Hmllhe attached thereto 

n:ginnul arbitratiun decisiun ( E06N -4E-C OSI7 5058, Arbit"'.ltor Rubert 0 Steinberg. October 

2·', 200H ). which gave rise to thut dispute. As stated in Young's letter. the Union initiated the 

matter at the National Level "se~king a statement by the parties. or it natiunal panel arhitmtor if 

necessary, rejecting arbitrator Steinberg's analysis ,md afiinning that Step 0 decisions are final 

and binding." Arbitrator Steinberg'S refused to comply with the Step II decision hetore him by 

linding it was not entitled to the '''great deterence" normally given '"duly designated dispute 

resolvers." lIe found that Step 11 decision contained a ··mutual, material error un its tace" and it 

cuntainec.l no "useful analysis ... to allow the only reviewer to gain insight as to why the step B 

teams tound as they Jic.l:' 

None of the above operative lucts in the National Level case are applicable here. [n the 

present c3.~ neither party has challenged the valitlity of the Step B decision in this case in any 

regard. Essentially, Step l) ruled Management violated Article 8 and should pay a specific 

amount to ODL carriers tor time not worked at the overtime rute and impassed on remedies for 

non-ODL carriers mandated overtime and TEs and PTFs not assigned OT during the period in 

question. Nor does either party challenge the vaJidity of prior Step B decisions in this installation 

cited and relied upon by the Union in this case to show a history/pattern of similar Management 

Article 8 violations remedied with numerous cease and desist orders and increasing monetary 

remedies over time. Such infonnation is helpful in tor detennining the appropriate remedy in the 

present case~ which is not the subject in whole or in part of the dispute making up the National 

Level case. 

This Arbitrator is also mindful of the National Parties agreed upon understanding as to 
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the authority of Step B decisions as described in the JCAM. Therein .. it is stated Step B decisions 

have precedential value in the installation in which they arose "in dealing with subsequent 

similar cases to avoid the repetition of disputes on similar issues that have been previously 

decided in that installation." fn addition, the record contains Willoughby's unrebutted testimony 

that the present case was processed as subject to the National Level case under normal processing 

of Hinterpretative" cases andlor related cases of National interest pursuant to the parties' practice 

ofadministrating such cases pursuant to Article 15 .2 Step B (e). 

Based upon those circumstances" this case is not and could not be reasonably found to be 

subject to the National Level case, so as to preclude this regional Arbitrator from having subject 

matter jurisdiction over it for purposes ofdetennining the appropriate remedy. That is true 

notwithstanding the content of the "Note"( contained in MX-I) or the internal Postal Service 

communication( MX ..2) about the impassed decisions on the remedy for Management's Article 8 

violation for mandating non-ODLs to work overtime off their assignments. That material on its 

face did not make the present case an "interpretative" case or somehow part of the interpretative 

case subject to that presently at the National Level. The authors of those documents did not 

testify here. As stated above the contractual process for such procedure is clearly addressed in 

Article 15.2 Step B (e) ., which is not cited or referenced at all in those two Management exhibits. 

Therefore, the Arbitrator has jurisdiction to decide the issue as to what is the appropriate remedy 

for such Article 8 violations of the Agreement. 

Remedy 

This Arbitrator has recently issued a decision ( K06N -4K -C-11255 078 , February 17, 

2012) as to an arbitrator authority to decide the appropriate relief was the sole issue. That case 
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involved a Step B team ut.·cision impassed un the appropriate remedy alier linding Management 

hau violated /\rticles 41.3. 0 and 41.I.A, when it tailed to post all routes at a station within 14 

days nf FSS implementation. (n cletennining the appropriate remedy in that case, this Arbitrator 

revieweu numerous arbitration decisions, some of which have heen cited by the parties in the 

prescnt case. In issuing that decision he found there the violated Agreement provisions 

do not specit)' a remedy for their violation, nor did the parties cite any binding precedent 
or governing practice on this matter. However., that does not preclude the tashioning of an 
appropriate remedy. National Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal ( H4N-N A-C-21,.:t al. 
11J86) stated ·'Cuntract violations should., where possible be remedied•.... One of the 
inherent powers of an arbitrator is to construct a remedy tor a breach of the collective 
bargaining agreement" (n support thereat: Mittenthal noted National Arbitrator Gamser's 
observation in NC-S.. 5426 and one the US Supreme Court hTrilogy" arbitration decision 
in United Steelworlcers olAmerica v. Enterpri.¥e n'heel & Corp. , ~o S. Ct. 1358 (1960). 
Arbitrator Gamser stated"' ... To provide for an appropriate remedy tor breaches of the 
terms of an agreement.. even where no specitic provision detining the nature of such 
remedy is to be found in the agreement., certainly is lound within the inherent powers of 
Ihe arbitrator." The Supreme Court stated in Enterprise Wheel 

....When an arbitrator is commissioned to interpret and apply the collective 
bargaining agreement. he is to bring his infonned judgment to bear in order to 
reach a tair solution ofa problem. This is especially true when it comes to 
t'ormulating remedies. There the need is lor tlexibility in meeting a wide variety of 
situations. The dmftsman may never have thought of what particular remedy 
should be awarded to meet a particular contingency. 

Obviously, this case is ditferent from this Arbitrator's earlier case cited above, in that the 

instant case retlects an ongoing history of a multitude ofrepeated similar Article 8 violations by 

Management in this installation. These violations have been the subject ofnumerous Step B 

decisions ordering Management to cease and desist such violations as well as providing a 

monctwy remedy to ODL and non-ODL carriers for subsequent similar Article 8 violations. 

Those remedies as to non-COL carriers has increased over the years. In addition, similar 

uisputes have been settled out by the parties recently utilizing similar remedies. Recently non
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ODL earners have been provided monetary relief of 125% at their regular rate tor improperly 

mant.luted overtime on lop of the premium pay tor performing the OT. PTFs and TEs available to 

perform such overtime, but not so utilized, also have been issued monetary relief at least at their 

straight hourly rute. 

Even some urthe c..lecisions cited by Management, while denying the relief requested by 

the Union therein for various reasons. rt.'"Cognized that a pattern of repeated violations of an. 

Agreement provision of itself can warrant monetary damages. Arbitrator James Scearce noted the 

use of non compensatory damages ••.... arises only when the terms and intent of the collective 

bargaining agreement are blatantly, arrogantly or repetitively violated" ( S4 and..3W-C 13100, et 

at; 1987). See also Arbitrator Forster (E7C-2H-C 22S4y July 1989) t who commented non-

compensatory damages may have a place tor "recurrent violations" of a contract provision. 

Arbitrator Erwin Dean., Jr. (E7C- 2N- C 37759, 1992) 

... observed that general arbitral authority holds that continued or repeated violations ofa 
specitic contractual provision may ultimately expose the offending party to the drastic, 
unusual measure of an imposition ofcosts or penalties. The absence ofan appropriate 
remedy for a technical breach does not grant a party a license to breach with impunity. At 
some jWlcture, an economic disincentive must be established for the contractual 
misconduct. Such disincentive, as the union has observ~ may take the fonn ofan award 
ofcosts or fees or in assessment ofpenalties notwithstanding that no compensatory relief 
is in order." 

The above cases are otherwise distinguishable from the present case . 

This is not the first such case involving the appropriate remedy for non-ODL carrier 

mandated OT before this Arbitrator ( See KO1N-4K-C0605925S, 2006) In that case there had 

been a historical record over approximately three years of Management violating Article 8 

hWldreds of times by mandating OT to non-ODL, while ODL were available to perform it. As a 
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result of Illll1lerUUS Step lJ uecisiuns and !iCttlerncnts wherein the purtics initially provided the 

:ulvcrsdy aftcclt.'C.i non-ODL carriers a monetary remec.ly of 1()()O/I) their hourly rate in ac.lc.lition to 

their OT pay. As of the time of that arbitration. that remedy hnd incretlseo over time to 125%. 

('his Arbitrator thllnu the 125% to be the appropriate rcmeuy in that case buseo upon that rccoru. 

In (he instant case Management tloes not challenge, but rather acknowlcuges it violated 

,\rticlc K as /oum! in the Step II decision in this casco Management docs not even chaUcnge the 

remedy provided in that Step B decision providing 8 ODL carriers compensation .... t()r time not 

worked at the overtime rate" in amounts ranging trom $S I to $311 l'Or a total of $1.471. Based 

upon the thcts of this case.. Management knew or should have known its manner ofOT 

operations were in violation of Article 8. Rather, Management contends its signilicant loss of 

mail volume has resulted in economic problems necessitated its changing its manner of 

operations giving rise to these Article 8 violations. While there is no doubt Management is facing 

numerous tinancial and operating challenges, it is improper tor Management to address those 

challenges by repeatedly violating Article 8. That is consistent with the express language 

contained in Article 3 "MWlagement Rights". That provision provides ~''The Employer shall have 

the exclusive rights. subject to the provisions of this Agreement .... "to direct employees ...in the 

pertonnance of otlicial duties ", ~'1o maintain the efficiency of o~rations" and Uto detennine the 

method, means. and personnel by which such operations are to be conducted" ( Emphasis 

added) 

Such Article 8 violations by Management cannot in any way be condoned. To pennit it to 

uo so would undermine the integrity of Article 8 and the Agreement as a whole. Therefore, based 

upon the record in this case the appropriate remedy is to place Management on a strong and clear 
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notice by way of a cea..~e and desist order to stop such Article 8 violations and to conform its 

operations to comply tully with its Article 8 contractual obligations. In addition. Management 

shall provide a monetary remedy to those non-ODL carrier, TEs and PTFs affected by such 

Managements violations as set forth in the A WARD below. 

In its defense against any monetary relief given non-OOL carriers mandated to work aT, 

Management contends no remedy is appropriate because they have already been paid a premium· 

lor that ~T. Thut urgwnent was reje<:ted by National Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal many years 

ago {H4N-NA-C-21 (4IA issue), ct aI, June I, 1986), when he stated "a 'premium rate' and a 

remedy (even when expressed in terms of multiple straight time pay) are different concepts." 

This Arbitrator tinds on this record the appropriate remedy to be 125 % of regular pay for 

adversely effected non-ODL carriers I. The Union's request to increase that remedy or provide 

atTected non-OOL carriers administrative leave is not presently warranted. However, if 

Management violates this cease and desist order by continuing to violate Article 8 in its OT 

operations in the future, such remedies may be appropriate depending upon the circumstances 

involved therein. This record reflects TEs and PTF'sl not assigned overtime have been remedied 

in the past at their straight hourly mte for Management's violation ofapplicable provisions of the 

Agreement in addition to Article 8. There is no reason to change that in the instant case. 

AWARD 

For the reasons stated herein, this Arbitrator has jwisdiction over the subject matter of 

lThose carriers are identified on 'page 4 of the Step B decision along with their applicable 
hours, cited above. Those facts were not disputed in this record. 

2 Those employees and their applicable hours are not in dispute and are identified at page 
4 of the Step B decision. 
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this case. 
The appropriate remedy for Management's contractual violation when it mandated non

ODUW A to work overtime otT their assignments JW1e 18 through JW1e 24, 2011 shall be: 
1. Management shall cease and desist from violating its Article 8 obligations as tound in 

the Step B decision in this case. 
2. Management shall pay afTected non-ODL carriers, who were mandated OT, at 125% of 

their regular hourly rate for their applicable hours. The names and hours of those carriers are set 
forth at page 4 of the Step B decision. 

J. Management shall pay PEs IPTFs, who were available for any of the mandated QT. at 
their straight rate for their applicable hours. Those employees and their hours are identified at 
page 4 of the Step B decision. 

4. Violation of the cease and desist order in this case in the future by Management can 
result in an increase in the monetary remedies provided herein, as well as, other appropriate 
remedies, depending upon the circumstances involved. 

5. Management shall post a copy of this A WARD in each of its stations/facilities within 
this installation within 7 work days ofreceipt of this decision/Award and it shall remain posted 
for six months. 

6. The undersigned Arbitrator shall retain jurisdiction over ~.lementation ofthis Awardtilor 60 days from the date of this decision. l~'\"'> 
DATED: March 3, 2012 ~ , ... \(0~ 

Mark A. Rosen, Arbitrator 
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